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Explaining the Far Left (of the Setup Tab)
1. CHANNELS USED, MAX CH SAMPLE
RATE:
Simply put, as the title implies, set this to the
maximum number of channels you are using
in your diagnostic. Even with an 8 Channel
scope, if you are only using 4 Channels, set
this value to “Channels 1-4”, If you are only
using 2 Channels, Setting the maximum
channels used will give the best sample rate.

2.
RANGE:
The chart below shows each
possible range setting
followed by the unit that is
automatically scaled for a
given voltage, amp clamp
setting, or pressure
transducer.

jeff@atsnm.com

Once the range is selected,
the eSCOPE ELITE will
display the unit of measure
for the voltage, amperage, or
pressure.

Clarifying REV 2 – Rev 2 is selected when your transducer was sold
after July 2021. Additionally, if you have a REV 2 Transducer, it will be
clearly marked on the transducer as well.
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ECOP – When using an eCOP set the range for that channel to ECOP and
multiplier to x10.
5000 PSI – When using the 5000 PSI Transducer, set the range for that channel
to 5000 PSI.
500 PSI – When using the 500 PSI Transducer, set the range for that channel to
500 PSI
300 PSI Rev2 or 300 PSI - When using the 300 PSI Transducer, set the range for
that channel to 300 PSI.
30” HG Rev2 or 30” HG - When using the vacuum transducer, set this value
accordingly.
25” H20 Rev2 or 20” H20 – This transducer displays in inches of water and is
commonly used for exhaust pulse, crankcase pressure via the dipstick or fuel tank
pressure.
600A, 60A or 20A – This setting is used to identify which AMP clamp(s) you have
connected, Set each channel accordingly.
+/-500V or +/- 20V – This range is used when you are capturing pure voltage and
will be scaled according to your selection.

3. ZERO CHANNEL: When are using a transducer or AMP clamp, turn the ZERO
Channel on or off by selecting the channel you wish to zero.

ZERO will display the display the values starting at the zero point of the display.
4. INVERT CHANNEL: If the signal displayed on the scope chart needs to have the
polarity changed or the waveform flipped, you would move the cursor onto the
invert button of the channel to be changed and click.
To turn the invert channel on or off, move the cursor to the Invert Channel button.
This will either turn the inverter off, turning the button gray (OFF), or invert the
selected channel and turn the button green (INVERT).

NOTE: Inverting a channel will invert it everywhere including the
Dual Scope, Stacked Scope, and Meter.
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5. DUAL A & STACKED SCOPE: On the right side of the setup column is the heading
(Dual A & Stacked). Under this heading is a button marked (Coupling). There are
two choices for coupling Dual A & Stacked scope traces. The first is direct coupling
or DC.
6.
To change the coupling, select the coupling button and left click. If the button is
gray with DC on it then the DC coupling has been selected.

NOTE: Due to the fact that the ATS eSCOPE ELITE is true 16bit with
65,536 points of resolution, it is recommended to use DC Coupling.
Below the coupling button is the heading "Graph Update Mode" and "Rec Time".
There are two graph update modes: Triggered Scope, and Strip Chart (Roll). To
select one of these modes, select the correct update mode and then, using the
mouse or touch pad, left click on it. The graph update mode will then be highlighted
by a blue background indicating the mode that has been selected for use.
When Triggered Scope is selected, the scope sweep will only start after the trigger
conditions have been met. This will stabilize the waveform. When Strip Chart (Roll)
is selected a continuous sweep will roll across the chart. When started, the Strip
Chart (Roll) mode sweep never stops and allows continuous data to be analyzed
without missing any time.
In the display box marked "Rec Time" there will be a number displayed that will
indicate the time setting for the sweep of the Dual A & Stacked Scope trace. This
time setting is the time for the scope sweep to start at the left side and continue to
the right side. This represents the time for one complete sweep of the scope chart.
To select the record time there is an up or down arrow located to the left of the
display box. Move the cursor to the up or down arrow. This will increase or
decrease the sweep time of the scope.
To view all the available times simultaneously, select the number in the Record
Time display box and left click. All the available times are now displayed. Select
the time base you would like. This will select the time sweep for the Dual A &
Stacked Scope.
7. Triggered Scope
Position: The Dual Scope and Stacked Scope displays have 10 horizontal time
divisions. The Position options are selectable between 0% and 100% and will
determine where the Channel selected is displayed on the screen. This position
is also affected by the sweep time.
For example, a fuel injector on Channel 1, set to a 40ms sweep time and with
50% position selected, will display as follows:

This is the same injector set to a 1ms sweep with a position of 70% selected.
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Channel: This is the channel you wish to trigger off based on meeting the Level
and Slope described below. For this example, we are using Channel 1. Level: This
is the trigger value that must be met to start the horizontal sweep across the
screen. Using this injector as an example, if the trigger level was set to -5 or 95,
that condition is never met therefore, no horizontal sweep would ever start.
Level: Try to set the trigger voltage to half of the waveform value.
Slope: the selectable values are Falling or Rising. You would either trigger off a
Falling value where the voltage is dropping, or a Rising where the voltage is Rising.

8. DUAL B SCOPE: Under the Setup tab, in the lower right side of the setup screen,
there is a heading marked "Dual B Scope". There are two display boxes located
below this heading. These boxes are marked "Graph Update Mode" and "Record
Time". There are two graph update modes: Triggered Scope, and Strip Chart
(Roll). See the DUAL A AND STACKED SCOPE section above to learn how these
settings are used.
In the display box marked "Rec Time" the number displayed will indicate the time
setting for the sweep of Dual B. This setting is the time for the scope sweep to start
at the left side and continue to the right side. It represents the time for one complete
sweep of the Dual B scope chart. The time on Dual B is a multiple of the Dual A
time. This means the time sweep on Dual B can only be equal or slower than the
Dual A sweep. If two different time sweeps are chosen to be viewed
simultaneously, the faster time base must be put on Dual A. The slower time base
would be put on Dual B. If both time sweeps on Dual A and Dual B are set to the
same time base, then when the time on Dual A is changed it will automatically
change the time base on Dual B to equal Dual A's time base. If the time sweeps
on Dual A and Dual B are set to different time bases, then when the time on Dual
A is changed the time bases on Dual B will automatically change within the same
time ratio to Dual A.
See the DUAL A AND STACKED SCOPE section above to learn how to change
the Record Time for the Dual B Scope.
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9. Show A Timebase Only?

This button, when enabled will display the Dual A Scope only.
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